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merges formal literary and aesthetic developments with a singu'lar impulse toward heresy.

These texts represent two sides of a confusing, perhaps irreconcilable, coin. They are two
examples of a central problem plaguing contemporary scholars of modernism, literary or
otherwise: what was (is) it? Over half a century has passed since Charles Olson introduced
the term "post-modernism" as a lexically tenable paradigm, and yet the field still lacks a
unified identity able to occupy both its historical and qualitative modes.iii Are there, as Gay
argues, exceptions within the historical timeframe modernism occupies (anti-modernists
like ltuut Hamsun and T.S. Eliot)? Or perhaps, as Clark claims, is contingency-one of
modernism's defining characteristics-tlre only substance out of which paintings (or art,
more generally) could be made post-Marat?

Stanley Sultan's lnferpreting Modernist Writers is a welcome interlocutor at a time when
stakes within the field remain relatively high. While it is unfortunate that this sprawling
study of several of high modernism's landmarks makes little mention of critical work done
within this century, Snltan provides a collection oferudite readings in what proves to be
the work of a master of literary and historical nuance. One of the benefits of this ambi-
tious project, much like his Elrot, ioyce, and Company (rggo), is, however, also a rare
shortcoming. This work is a collection of disparate essays contained within the three, dis-
tinct categorical rubrics of his title. An earlier version ofthe first chapter, for example, was
published in r99r, and so much of the material fails to directly address the contemporary
problems mentioned above. Perhaps the benefit ofthis approach is that it reifies traditional
readings of modernism in contemporary contexts, forcing readers, as Sultan always does,
to return to the terls.

Despite this work's datedness, Sultan's readings are far more rewarding than most con-
temporary commentary on similar subjects. Most of ihe chapters in this work are rich in
bibliographical references and emdite, careful readings of some of modernism's corner-
stones: Elizabeth Bishop, Virginia Woolf, William Faulkner, D.H. l,awrence, James Joyce,
J.M. Synge, nnd Eliot are his main subjects. Perhaps most interesting and important is his
first chapter, which, despite its failure to address the likes ofcontemporary scholarship on
the subject, argues brilliantly against the ways in which critics define modemism as politi-
cally reactionary.i'

Su'ltan calls this association-between fascism and the literary movement and historical
period-a "fledgling historical myth," and is careful to point out the differences between the
politics of the trio that most famously receive this accusation: W.B. Yeats, Ezra Pound, and
Eliot. When he is not revealing differences in their politics, Sultan does well in reminding
readers that these arejust a select group ofvery prominent modernists, most ofwhich have
quite different political affiliations. His argument-that modernism did not require nor en-
gender a reactionary literature-is as developed and detailed as his careful, close readings
of Llly.s.ses (r9zz) and The Waste Lond (r9zz). That modernist aesthetic values have no
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uity and the self. His argument that modernism can and should be read through a lens of
"macro-history" renders especially rich readings of Joyce's use of allusion, a window, Sultan
demonstrates, into the ideological conditions imbued in modernist texts. The chapters on
literary autobiography that follow utilize textual and biographical readings of Bishop and
Lawrence especially. Sultan's detailed readings of Lawrence's early works, though largely
rooted in earlier writings of his on the author, display a deep understanding for the ways
in which art and life intersect and influence both the production oftext and biography. The
section on Joyce is a wonderful supplement to his reading of lawrence, as Sultan demon-
strates quite convincingly, that their respective treatments of autobiography (Lawrence's
writing is typically considered *compulsively autobiographical," Joyce's properly detached
from autobiography) are not as radically different as is typically believed (85).

Tracing the development of the manuscripts of The Plagbog of the Western World (rgo7)
and the Waste Land, the book's final section presents an argument construed from El-
iot's "Lilysses, Order and Myth" (1923): the "mythical method" that defines modernist in-
novation is "not a 'continuous parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity,"'but the
"'manipulating' of such a 'parallel' in depicting 'contemporary history"' (tZ+). This kind of
synoptic claim-that modernists aie united in their methodological manipulations of his-
tory in their art-inform the preceding chapters, forging an avenue for unification amid a
rather wide range of subjects.

Undoing categorical divisions-between fixed modes ofartistic expression, between life and
art, between the immanent and transcendent-was a central aim for much of the moderns,
but not, apparently, for much of contemporary modernist criticism. Here Sultan offers a
new set of categories, ones that are thoroughly developed and persuasive insofar that they
mark modes or reading.llte divisions of doing offered by critics like Gay and Roger Griffin
in recent years-the kind suggested by Sultan's use of the term 'non-modernist"-enforce
false binaries onto the two integrated ways in which modernism occupied time and space:
through history and texts." That Sultan's modes of reading are so formally divided would
be troubling if not for the fact that this study reveals the ways in which macro history,
personal history, and manuscript history overlap in the formulation of modernist writers,
their texts, and, in turn, modernism. The fusion ofliterary and historical scholarship that
produces these mythical divisions presents a thorough-and wholly modernist-rendering
of modernism's often simultaneously artistic, cultural, and political artifacts.
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notes
tMarjorie Perloff argues for an expanse in the opposite direction in ztst century Modern-
ism: The "Neu" Poetics (Oxford: Blackwell, zooz).

iiAltoinette's execution took place immediately before and in the same vicinity as David's
public showing of Marat d son dernier soupir. of the "moment of picture-maiing," clark
writes, "what marks this moment...off from others (what makes it inaugural) is irecisely
the fact that contingency rules. contingency enters the process ofpicturing. It i;ades it.
There is no other substance out ofwhich paintings can now be made-no givens, no mat-
ters, no subject-matters, no forms, no usable pasts" (r8). This event, for clark, marks the
advent of modernism.

iiiolson, who used the term frequently in the late r94os, is typically believed to be the first
to use it in literary contexts. Earlier uses of the term date as far back as the rg7os, though
mostly in artistic and theological contexts. A famous early use of the term comes'in r9j9
when historian Arnold J. Toynbee writes of a "post-Modern Age," though this, like most
early references, refers more to an epistemic shift in western consciousness than to an
aesthetic or intellectual movement. For an overview on the evolution of the term, see Hans
Bertens' introduction to Approaching Postmodernism, eds. Douwe Fokkema and Hans
Bertens (Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1986). special thanks go to John
Lowney for introducing me to this text.

to see Roger Griffin's Modernism and Fa.scrsm.' The sense qf Beginning under Mussolint
and Hitler (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, zooT), in which the auihor differentiates
"epiphanic" from'programmatic" modernism.

'Gay's division suggests a kind of ironic interconnectedness: "modernist' v. "anti-modern
modernist." The division proposed by Griffin, however, is premised on the idea that pro-
grammatic and epiphanic permutations of modernism are mutually exclusive.

"iThis essay originally appeared in The cennry z5 eBB3). It is reprinted in Emma Laza-
nrs: Selected Poems and Other Writings, edited by Gregory Eiselein.

'iiHere Lazams quotes Gabriel Charmes'1882 piece entitled..Voyage en Syrie."

'iiiThis comes from Herzl's essay, "The solution of the Jewish euestion," which first ap-
peared in the London Jewish Chronicle in 1896. It is an articlelength rynopsis of his first
major work, The Jewish State, published in the same year.

i'This phrase is taken from the epigraph to "In Exile," which l,azarus writes is an excerpt of
a letter from a Russian refugee now settled in Texas.
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